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The p-splines were independently considered in (de Casteljau, 1994),which he called Focal splines. These classes of curves and surfaces are in-teresting because they allow for modelling and interpolation of 2D and 3Dfree forms in polar coordinates with the same facilities as Cartesian splines.Another important aspect to be considered is the possibility of providing arapid response to the Point Membership Classi�cation problem.In all of the cited papers Sanchez-Reyes emphasizes the fact that thep-spline curves and surfaces are piecewise rational B�ezier in Cartesian co-ordinates and they are not rational splines. Actually, this last assertion isneither proved nor supported by any justi�cation. In this paper we will notonly show that a p-spline curve or surface is a NURBS, but we will also pro-vide the algorithm that leads to a representation of these curves and surfacesas NURBS.In addition to knot insertion, knot removal and subdivision, anotherknown result from Sanchez-Reyes' papers is the possibility of making degreeelevation for p-splines from degree n to degree kn, although an explanation ofhow to achieve this has not been given. In (Casciola et al., 1995) an algorithmfor degree elevation for p-B�ezier curves has been proposed. In this paper wewill suggest how to use it for p-splines, together with tests on e�ciency andnumerical stability.These two results, in addition to others with less theoretical consequencesbut essential for practical purposes, have convinced us of the usefulness ofextending our NURBS-based modelling system by supplying it with a mod-elling environment for p-spline curves and surfaces in polar, spherical, andmixed polar-Cartesian coordinates in order to manage polar and sphericalmodels in the best way.This environment makes use both of original tools and of tools alreadydeveloped for NURBS, and it must be considered as an added potentialityto generate and model NURBS curves and surfaces. In particular, at themoment, the polar, spherical and mixed environment allows: the modelling ofp-spline curves by interpolation and control-point modi�cation; the modellingof tensor-product p-spline surfaces by interpolation of a mesh of points, byinterpolation of �-curves or �-curves (skinning), by revolution of a � curve,or by swinging; the possibility to model product surfaces (see Koparkar andMudur, 1984) in mixed coordinates. As is already known , the latter includessweep and swung surfaces. 2



2 P-spline curves and surfacesA p-spline curve c(t) of degree n is de�ned asc(t) =  �(t)�(t) ! = 0@ 1PK+ni=0 �iMi;n(t)nt 1Awhere �(t) denotes the polar angle and �(t) is the radius. Without lossof generality, we consider t 2 [��;�]. The functions Mi;n(t) satisfy thefollowing recurrence relation:Mi;n(t) = sin(t� ti)sin(ti+n � ti)Mi;n�1(t) + sin(ti+n+1 � t)sin(ti+n+1 � ti+1)Mi+1;n�1(t) (1)and Mi;0(t) = ( 1 if ti � t < ti+10 otherwise (2)on a non-decreasing knot sequence ftigK+2n+1i=0 where�� = t0 = � � � = tn tK+n+1 = � � � = tK+2n+1 = �and the constraint ti+n � ti < �, 8i, is satis�ed .It is easy to recognize that the functions Mi;n(t) are the normalizedtrigonometric B-splines (see Lyche and Winter, 1979). Considering a sup-port reduced to a single interval, these are identical with Bernstein basistrigonometric polynomials and span the spaceTn = ( spanf1; cos 2t; sin 2t; cos 4t; sin 4t; :::; cosnt; sinntg n evenspanfcos t; sin t; cos 3t; sin 3t; :::; cosnt; sinntg n oddwith t 2 [0; �).It is known (see Koch et al., 1995) that the control curve of the trigono-metric spline PK+ni=0 �iMi;n(t) is given byG(t) = gi(t) i = 1; � � � ;K + n t 2 ht�i�1; t�i i ; t�i = 1nXi+nj=i+1 tjwhere 3



gi(t) = sinn(t� t�i�1)�i + sinn(t�i � t)�i�1sinn(t�i � t�i�1)interpolates the points �t�i�1; �i�1�, (t�i ; �i).We note that the t�i s satisfy n(t�i�t�i�1) < � in view of the knot constraints;these guarantee that gi(t) can be de�ned everywhere and can interpolate�t�i�1; �i�1� and (t�i ; �i).The control curve of c(t) is de�ned asF (t) =  1gi(t)nt ! i = 1; � � � ;K + nwhere 1gi(t) = sinn(t�i�t�i�1)sinn(t�t�i�1)�i+sinn(t�i�t)�i�1 == sin(�i��i�1)sin(���i�1)�i+sin(�i��)�i�1having set �i = nt�i . Every i-th piece of the control curve F (t) is, in polarcoordinates, a straight segment which interpolates the points ��i�1; ��1i�1�,��i; ��1i �.Thus, the F (t) is a control polygon, and the coe�cients ��1i and theGreville radial directions �i de�ne, in polar coordinates, the control pointsdi = ��i; ��1i � of the p-spline c(t). The knot constraint implies that, in polarcoordinates, �i � �i�1 < � holds.Figure 1 illustrates an example of a p-spline curve and relative controlpolygon (F (t)), and the associated trigonometric spline function, togetherwith its control curve (G(t)).P-spline curves enjoy properties of local control, linear precision, convexhull, and variation diminishing inherited from splines in Cartesian coordi-nates. Moreover, p-splines of degree 2 are conic sections with foci at theorigin of the coordinates.A tensor product p-spline surface s(u; v), in spherical coordinates, ofdegree n in u and m in v, is de�ned as follows:4



Figure 1: Example of p-spline curve of degree n = 3 together with itscontrol polygon (left) and associated trigonometric spline with its con-trol curve (right) - ftig = f0; 0; 0; 0; 0:75; 1:5; 2:25; 3; 3; 3; 3g, f��i; ��1i �g =f(0; 0:3); (0:75; 0:3); (2:25; 0:22); (4:5; 0:3); (6:75; 0:22); (8:25; 0:3); (9; 0:3)gs(u; v) = 0B@ �(u; v)�(u)�(v) 1CA = 0BB@ 1PK+ni=0 PH+mj=0 �ijMi;n(u)Mj;m(v)numv 1CCAwhere [u; v] 2 [a; b]� [c; d].A product surface of �(�) and d(u) with scaling factor f(u) in polar-Cartesian mixed coordinates is given byr(u; �) = 0B@ f(u) cos ��(�) + d1(u)f(u) sin ��(�) + d2(u)d3(u) 1CAwith f(u) = PH+mi=0 fiRi;m(u)d(u) =PH+mi=0 DiRi;m(u)�(�) = 1PK+ni=0 �iMi;n( �n )5



where f(u) and d(u) are NURBS, with the Ri;m rational B-spline functions,and �(�) is a p-spline curve.In the next section we will show how all the curves and surfaces consideredin our spline-based modelling system can be represented as NURBS.3 NURBS representation of p-splinesIt is known (Sanches-Reyes, 1992) that the class of p-spline restricted toa single segment (p-B�ezier curves or Focal B�ezier) represents a subclass ofrational B�ezier curves in Cartesian coordinates. Therefore, we can state thatp-splines represent a subclass of NURBS.A �rst approach to obtain a NURBS representation of a p-spline curvehas been suggested in (Sanchez-Reyes 1992). Given a p-spline curve over anarbitrary knot sequence, this can be converted by subdivision into a piecewisecurve whose individual pieces are p-B�ezier curves, so that every p-B�eziercurve can be represented in terms of rational B�ezier curves in Cartesiancoordinates.In the alternative approach proposed here, a non-piecewise B�ezier repre-sentation of a p-spline c(t) as a NURBS curve q(v) will be provided.Let c(t) be the p-spline represented as a scalar function�( �n) = 1PK+ni=0 �iMi;n( �n ) (3)where � 2 [�n�; n�].Then the correspondent curve of (3) in Cartesian coordinates will beobtained by a simple change of coordinates:�( �n) cos �sin � ! (4)Applying the identitiescos � = PK+ni=0 cos �iMi;n( �n)sin � = PK+ni=0 sin �iMi;n( �n )(see Goodman and Lee, 1984), relation (4) assumes the following trigono-metric rational form: 6



PK+ni=0 �cos �isin �i�Mi;n( �n )PK+ni=0 �iMi;n( �n ) (5)In (Koch, 1988) the important transformation n : Pn� > Tn ; (nf)(x) =cosn x f(tan x), was provided; more precisely, if p 2 Pn on [tan�; tan �], thennp 2 Tn on [�; �] when ��2 < � < � < �2 . From this assertion it followsthat a polynomial B-spline is proportional to a trigonometric B-spline. Inparticular, the following important relation can easily be proved:Mi;n(t) = cosn ti+nQj=i+1 cos tjNi;n('(t)) (6)'(t) = tan t � �2 < t < �2where the Ni;n are the polynomial B-spline functions de�ned on the knotsequence f'(ti)g.In virtue of (6), relation (5) becomesq(v) = PK+ni=0 �cos �isin �i�� i+nQj=i+1 cos tj��1Ni;n(v)PK+ni=0 � i+nQj=i+1 cos tj��1�iNi;n(v)where v = '(t) = 12 �1 + tan ttan�� (7)Thus, we can conclude that a p-spline in Cartesian coordinates has thefollowing NURBS representation:q(v) = PK+ni=0 PiwiNi;n(v)PK+ni=0 wiNi;n(v) v 2 [0; 1] ; (8)with weights wi = �ii+nQj=i+1 cos tj (9)7



Figure 2: NURBS representation of the p-spline curve shown in Fig.1.n = 3, fvig = f0; 0; 0; 0; 0:4�6; 0:5; 0:5�3; 1; 1; 1; 1g, fwig = f1; 0:09668; 0:00933;0:00066; 0:00933; 0:09668; 1g.and control points Pi = ��1i  cos �isin �i !; the Ni;n(v) functions are de�ned overa knot sequence fvig obtained applying relation (7) to the knots ti. Notethat the Pi are given by the transformation in Cartesian coordinates of thep-spline control points (�i; ��1i ).In Figure 2 the NURBS representation of the p-spline curve illustratedin Figure 1 is shown.If 2� � � , in order to satisfy the applicability conditions of relation (6),it will be necessary to subdivide the p-spline curve into piecewise p-splinesde�ned on intervals whose size is less than �.Also, it should be noted that if the p-spline is de�ned on a generic interval[a; b], the translation, non-translation, at the origin of this interval involvesdi�erently parametrized curves in Cartesian coordinates that can be con-verted into each other by means of a suitable linear rational reparametriza-tion. 8



The existence of the corresponding Cartesian rational spline q(v) of agiven p-spline c(t), allows us to assure that the piecewise rational B�eziercurve, obtained following the approach suggested by Sanchez-Reyes, canbe transformed into q(v) by a suitable linear rational reparametrization ofeach piece, followed by consecutive knot removal until the partition fvig isachieved.4 Tools for p-splinesOf the many tools that play an important role in a spline-based modellingsystem, we report knot insertion, subdivision, knot removal, and degree ele-vation. Algorithms for knot insertion, subdivision, and knot removal for p-splines can be obtained from analogous algorithms for trigonometric splines,as can be easily deduced from the de�nition of c(t).Alternative algorithms can be obtained using relation (6) and the anal-ogous algorithms for polynomial splines. For example, the knot insertionalgorithm for p-splines may be schematized through the following steps:Let t` < t̂ � t`+1 be the knot to be inserted.1. Compute ci = �ii+nQj=i+1 cos tj i = `� n; � � � ; ` ;2. Insert knot '(t̂) by means of the polynomial spline algorithm on ci coef-�cients to achieve ĉi over the fv̂ig knot partition;3. Compute �̂i = i+nQj=i+1 cos t̂jĉi i = ` � n; � � � ; ` + 1.In fact, applying (6) to c(t), we have1PK+ni=0 �iMi;n(t) = 1cosnt PK+ni=0 ciNi;n(v) (10)executing knot insertion for polynomial splines, (10) becomes= 1cosnt PK+n+1i=0 ĉiN̂i;n(v)9



a bc dFigure 3: Degree elevation steps; (a) original cubic p-spline curve , (b) sub-division in 3 p-B�ezier curves, (c) degree elevation of each p-B�ezier curve , (d)degree-elevated curve after the knot removal step; the degree is raised to 6.and applying relation (6) once again, we obtain= 1PK+n+1i=0 �̂iM̂i;n(t)with ci, ĉi and �̂i as indicated in 1.,2. and 3.Analogously, relation (6) can be used in order to evaluate the p-spline c(t),referring the evaluation of a trigonometric spline to a polynomial spline. Itshould be noted that these tips can improve the e�ciency of a p-spline-basedmodelling system.Unlike the above-considered tools, the algorithm for the degree elevationof a p-spline is not achievable either from the trigonometric spline degreeelevation algorithm considered in (see Alfeld et al., 1995), or from the degreeelevation algorithm for polynomial splines. In fact, the application of suchalgorithms does not modify the parametric interval size, as results from the10



de�nition of c(t). From this the need emerges for an ad hoc algorithm todetermine the degree elevated p-spline curve.4.1 Degree elevation for p-splinesFrom the expression of a p-spline in terms of the Fourier basis, one candeduce that this subset of curves is closed with respect to degree elevationfrom degree n to degree kn, for any natural value k.Assume, for example, n = 2; the p-spline can be represented, for eachsegment, in the Fourier basis f1; cos 2t; sin 2tg, for t 2 [��;�], and alsof1; cos 4s; sin 4sg s 2 h��2 ; �2 i. Therefore, it can be expressed by the Fourierbasis of elevated degree kn = 4, f1; cos 2s; sin 2s; cos 4s; sin 4sg.Following the idea in (Piegl and Tiller, 1994) for polynomial splines,we provide a degree elevation technique for p-splines that consists in thefollowing steps:1. decompose the p-spline into piecewise p-B�ezier curves (subdivision);2. apply degree elevation to each p-B�ezier curve;3. remove unnecessary knots until the continuity of the original curve isguaranteed (knot removal).In order to realize step 2 , the following result is exploited (Casciola etal., 1995).Degree elevation formula for p-B�ezier curvesLet p(t) = nPj=0 cjAj;n(t); t 2 [��;�] be a generic trigonometric polyno-mial of degree n in the Bernstein trigonometric basis, thenp(t) = knXr=0 crAr;kn(s); s = t=k; s 2 ���k ; �k � (11)where cr = n!sinn(2�)�knr ��1 nXj=0 cjX�j j�j;r11



and j = DYd = 1d odd �(�1)ddiv2�kd��id+jdid!jd! � tanI+J �2�k ��j;r = min(k(n�j)�I;r�J)Xh=max(0;r�kj) �k(n� j)� Ih �� kj � Jr � J � h� cosk(n�j)+r�2h(2�k )D = max odd less than or equal to k,�j = f(i1; i3; ::; iD; j1; j3; ::; jD) ; i1; i3; ::; iD; j1; j3; ::; jD � 0 ;i1 + i3 + ::+ iD = n� j; j1 + j3 + ::+ jD = jgI = i1 + 3i3 + :::+DiD and J = j1 + 3j3 + :::+DjDAlthough the formula may appear complex and its implementation maynot be immediately comprehensible, in (Casciola et al., 1995) useful detailsand tips to produce an e�cient and stable algorithm are provided.At �rst sight, it is easy to realize that the critical point of the formulaconsists in the cycle in �j ; this is due both to the di�culty in determiningthe ordered sequences (i1; i3; ::; iD; j1; j3; ::; jD), and to their large quantitythat makes the cycle expensive.For this purpose, it should be pointed out that only ordered sequences of(k+1)div2 items i1; i3; ::; iD satisfying i1+i3+::+iD = n�j with j = 0; � � � ; nneeded to be determined, because the j1; j3; ::; jD items are the same. Theordered sequences in �j are obtained by making suitable combinations ofthe i1; i3; ::; iD items. Moreover, we can observe that the number of orderedsequences in �j for k = 2 is reduced to one, and, for small k and n , thenumber of ordered sequences remains limited.Considering that, generally, in a spline modelling system, the most fre-quently used maximumdegrees are 2,3 or 4 , it is easy to see how this formulacan produce good results.The proposed algorithm provides a preprocessing phase that performsthe entities that recur many times in the given formula; in particular, thecoe�cients j are precomputed. Note that, being j = n�j , the number of12



k n n 1 2 3 42 0.00 2.379 1.876 1.4983 0.00 1.427 1.161 0.9214 0.00 1.019 0.853 0.6755 0.00 0.793 0.668 0.5336 0.00 0.649 0.552 0.4407 0.00 0.549 0.468 0.3758 0.00 0.476 0.408 0.327Table 1: Convergence of control points to the curve; each entry has to bemultiplied by 10�3.these coe�cients actually computed is reduced to half of the cardinality of�j . Only one preprocessing phase is required for the degree elevation of allthe p-B�ezier curves, and this also contributes to the e�ciency of the degreeelevation algorithm for p-splines.In Figure 3, the three main algorithm steps are tested on an initial p-spline curve of degree n = 3 with 2 single interior knots, to obtain a p-splineof degree kn = 6 with 2 interior knots, both having a multeplicity of 4.Computational resultsThe algorithm has been implemented in Pascal (BORLAND 7.0), carriedout in double precision (15-16 signi�cant �gures), and tested on a Pentium90 PC.The test curves considered, without loss of generality, have been cho-sen with � 2 [0; �], the coe�cients ��1i = 1 , i = 0; � � � ; n, and randomlydistributed knots.Tests were performed on the following aspects:1. numerical stability of the algorithm;evaluated by means of a convergency test on the control points of thedegree elevated curve to the curve itself, and by means of a maximum de-viation test between the original p-spline and the associated degree-elevatedp-spline; 13



k n n 1 2 3 42 0.017 0.033 0.037 0.1073 0.033 0.073 0.180 0.4004 0.036 0.106 0.267 0.6275 0.053 0.220 0.767 2.270(1a) k n n 1 2 3 42 0.109 0.293 0.733 1.4703 0.187 0.733 2.010 4.0674 0.293 1.470 4.216 9.1335 0.473 2.600 7.910 17.53(1b)k n n 1 2 3 42 0.036 0.073 0.147 0.2533 0.073 0.187 0.340 0.8074 0.090 0.220 0.587 1.2505 0.107 0.440 1.500 4.510(2a) k n n 1 2 3 42 0.180 0.547 1.313 2.6403 0.326 1.420 3.880 8.1274 0.620 2.900 8.453 18.575 0.993 5.380 16.07 36.50(2b)k n n 1 2 3 42 0.040 0.147 0.220 0.4003 0.113 0.293 0.620 1.2504 0.113 0.327 0.880 1.9445 0.147 0.653 2.310 7.500(3a) k n n 1 2 3 42 0.293 0.880 2.010 4.0333 0.587 2.270 6.190 12.804 1.030 4.830 13.70 29.765 1.650 8.720 25.90 54.20(3b)Table 2: Execution time (10�2sec) results of degree elevation ;(a) our imple-mentation, (b) interpolation technique; (1), (2) and (3) respectively with 1,3 and 5 internal knots. 14



Figure 4: Degree elevation results shown in the second column in Table 2a2. execution time of the algorithm;evaluated as a function of the start degree n, the increment factor k, andthe number L of interior knots.Table 1 summarizes convergency results of control points to the curve,for p-spline test curves of degrees n = 1; 2; 3; 4 with 2 interior knots andincreasing k. The values reported were evaluated by computingmaxi=0;���;K+kn+L(kn�n) jc(�i)� ��1i j (12)Numerical stability was assessed byMAXERR := kc(t)� c(s)k1D (13)on a uniformly-spaced set of points, where c(s) denotes the degree-elevatedcurve, resulting in 10�16 �MAXERR � 10�15 (14)This reveals the accuracy of our results.In order to evaluate performance, the algorithm for the degree elevation ofp-splines was compared with the interpolation technique, the only means atour disposal for degree-elevating a p-spline. Table 2 reports a comparison ofexecution times required by our algorithm and by the interpolation techniquefor 1,3 and 5 interior knots, with n < 5 and k < 6.15



Figure 5: Degree elevation results as a function of the number of interiorknotsThe results emphasize the performance of our algorithm when comparedwith the interpolation technique; Figures 4 and 5 provide a clearer under-standing of these results.In Figure 4 timings relating to an initial curve of degree n = 2 with 3interior knots are reported for increasing k values.While the execution times of our algorithm were slightly worse than thelinear growth rate, the interpolation has an exponential growth rate.The tests in Figure 5 illustrate the execution times as functions of thenumber of internal knots, while the degree kn remains unchanged at value 9.From Figure 5 we can observe that the performance of our algorithm forp-splines takes full advantage of the preprocessing phase, making the growthrate less than the linear one.All of the tests considered used p-spline curves with single interior knots.It is clear that our algorithm performs better, compared with the interpola-tion technique, when the knot multeplicity is increased.5 Modelling examplesIn this section we show some examples of surfaces obtained using our NURBS-based modelling system. This system is supplied with a modelling environ-ment for p-spline curves and surfaces in polar, spherical and mixed polar-Cartesian coordinates. 16



Figure 6: p-spline pro�le curves in polar coordinates for a half faceIn the �rst example we have modelled a face in polar-spherical coordinatesby the skinning technique.In Figure 6 the pro�le curves for half face are shown. These p-splinecurves have di�erent degree 2 and 3, and di�erent knot partition. They areobtained by interpolation in polar coordinates. Before applying the skinningtechnique in spherical coordinates, in order to obtain a tensor product p-spline surface, all the pro�le curves have been maked compatible by usingour degree elevation algorithm and knot insertion technique. In Figure 7 theresulting modelling face is shown.The second example, in Figure 8, shows a tensor product p-spline surfacemodelled by changing its control points. Modelling this kind of surfaces iscomplex in Cartesian coordinates but becomes easy in spherical coordinatesbecause is su�cient to modify the coe�cients according to a speci�c pattern.The last example shows a swinging surface as a particular case of a prod-uct surface in mixed polar-Cartesian coordinates.Figure 9 shows the p-spline trajectory curve modelled in polar coordinates17



Figure 7: p-spline surface in spherical coordinates obtained by skinning
Figure 8: p-spline surface in spherical coordinates obtained by modelling thecontrol grid 18



Figure 9: left: p-spline trajectory; right: NURBS pro�le
Figure 10: swinging surface in mixed polar-Cartesian coordinates19



and the NURBS pro�le curve in Cartesian coordinates. The resulting surfaceis shown in Figure 10.Once the p-spline surface has been modelled, it is possible to representit as a NURBS surface, generalizing the result in section 3. This turns outto be important both for having the model in a standard NURBS form, andto exploit for p-splines the note techniques for NURBS as, for example, therendering algorithms.ReferencesAlfeld P.,Neamtu M., Schumaker L.L. (1995), Circular Bernstein-BezierPolynomials, in: Daehlen M., Lyche T., Schumaker L.L. eds., MathematicalMethods in CAGD.Casciola G., Lacchini M. and Morigi S. (1995), Degree elevation for single-valued curves in polar coordinates, submitted to CAGD.de Casteljau P. (1994), Splines Focales, in: Laurent P.J. et al.eds., Curvesand Surfaces in Geometric Design , Peters A.K. Wellesley, 91-103.Goodman T.N.T. and Lee S.L. (1984), B-Splines on the circle and trigono-metric B-Splines, in: Singh S.P. et al.eds., Approximation theory and splinefunction , Reidel D. Publishing Company, 297-325.Koch P.E. (1988), Multivariate Trigonometric B-splines, Journal of Ap-proximation Theory, 54, 162-168.Koch P.E., Lyche T., Neamtu M. and Schumaker L. (1995), Controlcurves and knot insertion for trigonometric splines, Advances in Compu-tational Mathematics, 3, 405-424.Koparkar P.A. and Mudur S.P. (1984), Computational Techniques forProcessing Parametric Surfaces, Computer Vision, Graphics, and Image Pro-cessing, 28, 303-322.Lyche T. andWinther R. (1979), A Stable Recurrence Relation for Trigono-metric B-Splines, Journal of Approximation theory, 25, 266-279.Piegl L. and Tiller W. (1994), Software-engineering approach to degreeelevation of B-Spline curves, Computer Aided Design, 26, 17-28.Sanchez-Reyes J. (1990), Single-valued curves in polar coordinates, Com-puter Aided Design, 22, 19-26.Sanchez-Reyes J. (1991), Single-valued surfaces in cylindrical coordinates,Computer Aided Design, 23, 561-568.Sanchez-Reyes J. (1992), Single-valued spline curves in polar coordinates,Computer Aided Design, 24, 307-315.20
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